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Why is there a need for python when there is already Excel? 
The keywords here are reliable, versatile and speed over a long period of time. When 
it comes to displaying large amount of data, meaningfully organized and arranged to 
help user quickly obtain some important information. Spreadsheets are the usual 
choice. Especially after large chunks of data have been extracted from a database, the 
next step is usually to use spreadsheet to analyse the data for some summary 
information. 
 
But  there are  instances when users needed something  in between: neither  full  summarize 
information  nor  raw  data,  or  rather  data  organized  for  a  specific  purpose  to  show  useful 
information.  And  sometimes  spreadsheet  such  as  Microsoft  Excel  does  not  have  ways  to 
specifically organize data or is extremely inefficient to organize the data in the desired ways. 
 
Limitations of Excel 
Say for example, if we keep a record of the classes students are attending, the record 
also record the day which students attend the class. It would be beneficial to organize 
the data in a tabular style (we shall call it a roster); the roster will help us know if 
students abide to their course structure, and whether students are attending excessive 
classes, etc.. 
 
Excel’s way of solving… 
We can create a separate worksheet containing formulas to look up the raw data, but 
effort is required to maintain the separate worksheet; if this is a permanent process, 
then there needs to be a regular procedure to pass on the technical skill for 
maintaining the spreadsheet. We can also use Excel macros to reduce the manual 
efforts of this process but use of macros may not be desirable for all environments due 
to the risk it poses.  
 
In addition, when the raw data grows larger (1000 records or more), the time taken to 
run for the macro, or the cell formula would be extremely slow. 
 
In a real situation 
I’ve created a timetable roster extracting from more than 6000 raw records; translating 
into 5 weekdays for about 900 students (refer to diagram). 
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When there are updates in the formula, the roster takes about a minute to reflect 
changes. In addition, user needs to check the formula in the cell for error. If there are 
inconsistencies in the formula, the effort taken to debug the formula can be rather 
substantial due to time needed to try and understand what each reference cell in the 
formula do and what are the values that causes errors (refer to diagram below). 
 
 
 
If the same piece of information is needed on every half yearly, but on a different set 
of data. I need to rerun the process from the scratch; I will also need to remember 
what the necessary data to retrieve are and there needs time to get the same formula 
up and running. 
 
And I did mention 'speed over a long period of time' when I first touch on this topic in 
my first line. Because as business process and input data evolves, we might be seeing 
greater volume of data required to be re-organize or process. Even as the newer Excel 
2007 is able to take in 1 million lines of data (1048576 rows to be exact), loading and 
processing the input alone is enough to prove that Excel is reaching its limitation, not 
to mention maintaining and updating information. 
 
Can the pivot table in Excel be used to simplify the problem? 
Pivot table can help to summarize data quickly and provide statistical analysis for the 
raw data. But like the above scenario. Pivot table will hit its limitation if the aim is to 
organize and display the data in another form and not purely summarizing data. 
 
Use of python on the data 
Owing to the data structures available to Python. It provides a more analytical view of 
the data. Using the simplest and fastest approach, a simple data dictionary could be 
used on the scenario illustrated above. 
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And essentially, the actual data, upon implementation, will look something like 
 
>>> student_classes  
{u'A': {u'1': u'C235', u'3': u'C225', u'2': u'C208', u'4': u'C207'}, 
u'B': {u'1': u'C207', u'3': u'C208', u'2': u'C225', u'4': u'C215'}, 
u'C': ...} 
 
If we look at the desired outcome in the output information, an exhaustive list of days 
will appear as the header to which the actual 'class' will appear under the 
corresponding day for a specific student. So this means I will need an exhaustive list 
of days captured in the raw data. A very quick way to capture an entire, unique list of 
days found can be achieved using a statement like 
 
day_list = set([row[DAY] for row in raw_data]) 
 
If more data is appended for more information, for example, appending to each 
student's record grades for subjects/modules taken; with source of data from the same 
database table. Let's call the resultant table Module Summary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the example illustrated above, besides a dictionary of student_classes and an 
exhaustive list of days (aka day_list), I will also need a dictionary of 
student_module_grades and an exhaustive list of modules. The structure of the 
student_module_grades can be liken to that of the student_classes and the same 
applies for the exhaustive list of modules. 
 
module_list = set([row[MODULE] for row in raw_data]) 
 
In good database design, there should preferably be a table in the database to hold the 
reference list of modules so that the composite table can refer to the modules table 
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using primary keys. But I choose to derive the list of modules from the data instead of 
attempting to find one from a reference table. Reason being that I know that I'm just 
looking at a very small subset of the full list of module. So a more relevant list would 
be one that is derived. Obviously I'm stating my opinion from the point of view of my 
scenario, in other scenarios where there might be a broader perspective to merge or 
compare the module list with another; bigger module summary, then it might be easier 
to pull the list of modules from a separate table containing the reference.  
 
Greater flexibility in the output is also attainable where it is applicable or desired. I 
will share an example extending from the above scenario: if I need to perform the 
same analysis but on different groups of students, undertaking different courses of 
study. I will need to modify just the input function to look for different sets of data, 
but with very minor effort added and I can perform a consolidation of information 
using the same set of input data. 
 
 
 
The statement to gather groups of modules are simply as follows 
 
C01D_modules = list(set([row[MODULE] for row in C01D_data])) 
C02D_modules = list(set([row[MODULE] for row in C02D_data])) 
C03D_modules = list(set([row[MODULE] for row in C03D_data])) 
C04D_modules = list(set([row[MODULE] for row in C04D_data])) 
consolidated_modules = set(C01D_modules + C02D_modules + C03D_modules 
+ C04D_modules) 
 
The changes involved will not be drastic, in fact as long as I maintain open-minded 
flexibility on how I operated my data in the earlier scenario (open-minded flexibility 
in the sense that I do not resort to hard-coding as far as I can, see example below). 
 
# example of course list, hard-coded 
course_code = ['C01D', 'C02D', 'C03D', 'C04D', 'C05D'] 
 
# example of dynamic listing of courses 
course_code = set([row[COURSE_CODE] for row in data_extracted]) 
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The benefit of this is that changes or addition to the source data can be implemented 
without modifying the source codes that reads the data.   
 
Better management of data  
Some of the significant benefits of processing done by python over the use of 
spreadsheets with macro scripting is that it is noticeably faster and safer. It takes just 
as much time to design a working macro on the same data as it would take a python 
script, if not faster. But it is definitely much more reusable and versatile than using 
macro.  
 
For instance, if I'm looking at a large volume of data and wants to ensure information 
accuracy before launching the full scale analysis through all the records. I can do the 
same analysis but on a smaller fraction of the entire set of raw data by tweaking the 
data reading algorithm. All I need will probably be a modular function which is a 
modified copy of the original function to process the entire set of data.  
 
Python has an rich variety of format to output the final information. Just to name a 
few that is pertaining to commonly used Microsoft related spreadsheets. And 
obviously, porting of information to other relevant forms or formats can be achieved. 
I will just share a few commonly known formats here. 
 
Module  Supported Format  Output  Requirements  
csv  .csv (flat file)  text file  nil  
PyExcelerator  .xls (Office 97/2k version)  Spreadsheet  
separate module required to be 
installed  
PyWin32 
(win32com)  
.xlsx (Office 2007 
version)  Spreadsheet  
separate module required to be 
installed, 
Excel 2007 required to be 
installed  
 
Please note that the short segments of code that is shown throughout this document 
aims to illustrate how specific output can be achieved with the short and convenient 
python constructs. But in realistic situations, codes that are designed to be more 
elegant, effective and efficient codes are far lengthier to account for processing other 
information not relevant to the topic of focus here. 
 
 
